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Car-Sharing is now operational in Athens, Greece !

News from Athens – what happened since Feb 11
- As known, the service of Car-Sharing (CS) brand new in Greece
- So, CS introduced by implementation of pilot scheme
- CS introduced first of all in Athens, the Greek capital
- CRES active by workshops, etc. in order to find potential CS operators for the first pilot
- Finally, open tender performed and operator company selected for the CS pilot implementation
- Selection at the start of April: Contract from 13th of April to 30th of June 2011
- Operator company “Capital RENT-A-CAR”: already Car Rental Company
- Main office at centre of Athens, Syntagma square; Second office at Thessaloniki, North Greece
- Total company Fleet 150 vehicles (80 in Athens, 70 in Thessaloniki); various models of Ford

News from Athens – what happened since Feb 11

- Half of the fleet operates as rental vehicles (daily basis) and the others as leasing vehicles
- Estimated that CS pilot implementation may start with 3 vehicles (Ford Fiesta 1.25, 2010)
- CS pilot operates from 08:00 to 21:00 daily basis, weekends included; Option for overnight
- Technology used for CS very simple; no smart cards or reservation software to date
- Service cost formed to 2.20 € per hour of use and 0.40 € per km driven
- Price includes fuel costs and insurance; no subscription charge for the moment

- CRES monitors the CS pilot by a questionnaire completed by the CS users after their trip
- Questionnaire refers to users’ characteristics (i.e. age) and their relation to CS (i.e. satisfaction)
- CRES will evaluate the answers and drivers’ response to examine if this CS is viable in Athens

Additional data for the CS pilot operation
- CRES supported the CS pilot operator for the development of a CS brochure
- Operator staff distributed 5000 brochures at the nearby area, at hotels and outside metro stations

- CRES also supported the operator for the development of CS cars adhesive labeling
- CS adhesive labeling used to 3 Ford Fiesta 1250 cm3 5 door mod. 2010
- The operator can also provide to CS users other models of Ford (i.e. Station Wagon), same price
- The operator prepares for brochure distribution again in the mid of June
- 1 CS station operating right now (this one at Syntagma, initial facilities)
- The operator sees further growth potential, CS covers a niche section at the Greek mobility mix

Car-Sharing Awareness Activities
Adhesive CS label on cars 18.04.11

CS Journal
Publications
15.05.11

company neutral

22.05.11
29.05.11

CS press release by Ford 11.05.11

Car-Sharing Awareness Activities
CS Website Publications

during May 11 (indicative)

Other Activities
- Car Sharing operational in Athens,
published in the momo CS website
21.04.11

- CRES live interview about CS for the
Greek radio program “5 minutes at the
street”; main listeners are drivers
12.05.11

- CRES presentation of momo CS
(audience related to environment and
transport – scientists, professors, etc)
23.05.11

etc. … and continued

CS Evaluation
Input Indicators for the CS Evaluation
No of CS service providers
No of CS vehicles
km driven with CS vehicles
km driven with CS vehicles per year
Fleet composition of CS fleet
National average fleet composition
km driven by CS users with owned cars

1
3
31 (driven during May)
31*12 = 372 (not representative)
3 Ford Fiesta 1250 cm3 5door mod. 2010 Euro 5

Performance Indicators
No of (new) CS users
General drivers’ interest
No of CS uses per user
No of (new) CS services
No of cars replaced by CS
Street space to be regained
People’s opinion about CS
Average CO2 emissions of CS fleet
No of people impacts by campaigns

3
2-3 calls per day to operator about CS information
1
1 (the CS pilot scheme)
From 1 to 5, average 5: very satisfied

Analytically in next slide

No of people impacts by campaigns
Journal Publications for CS and the pilot scheme
“Eleftheros Typos – Sunday”, sales 36.000 per Sunday (14.000 Attica, 22.000 province)
-Source Athens Daily Newspaper Publishers Association

“Aggelioforos – Sunday”, readers 184.000 per Sunday all over Greece
-Source Focus Bari Press Research

“Eleftheria Larissas”, daily sales 20.000 over Greece
- Source “Eleftheria Larissas”
“Aggelioforos – Sunday” readers according to Focus Bari:

Web Publications for CS
At more than 10 popular websites
(general interest, eco-friendly, car & driver)

Indicatively:
No of visitors in 1 car website: 2000 per day

Other Activities
Radio live interview about CS, main
listeners drivers: 150 people (estimated
according to daily statistic data)
Presentation of momo CS: 100 people
(related to environment and transport –
scientists, professors, etc.)

Results of questionnaires
- 2 Female, 1 Male
1 F: age 40-50, university, married, car owner, alternative vehicles even if CS cost a bit higher
1 F: age 50-60, university, single, car owner, did not answer about alternative vehicles
1 M: age 30-40, high school, married, car owner, alternative vehicles if CS cost the same
- Working? Yes 100% - Daily car use? Yes 100%
- Since you own 1 car, would you sell it and use CS? No 66.6%, I am positive to think about it 33.3%
- Since you own > 1 car? I am positive to think about it provided that I keep 1 66.6%
- Would you use again CS? Yes 100% - Most significant reason? to reduce my travel costs
Answers to CS questionnaire

1

2

3

4

5

CS vehicle availability

100%

CS vehicle condition

100%

CS vehicle cleaning

100%

Staff behaviour & service

100%

CS users' support & information

100%

CS value for money

33,30%

66,60%

CS station accessibility

66,60%

33,30%

CS station feeling of safety

100%

Total Opinion

100%
1: not satisfied, 5: very satisfied

Despite the small No of CS
users for the time being,
the questionnaire answers
are very encouraging

What is now going on with CS in Greece?
Encouraging

Discouraging

Statistical data for cars and driving(*)

Emotional attachment to owned car

Trend for a more eco-friendly lifestyle

Drivers not yet familiar with CS

Brand new service

Lack of understanding it is worth it to CS

Successful implementation abroad

Lack of supportive legislation framework

Support of CRES

Infrastructure: transport + parking

Intention of people to learn about CS

Still no significant CS use by drivers or
response by business companies/entities

CS Users: Very satisfied & would use again
Still 1 CS station & at the centre of Athens
Possible support of municipalities and
educational institutions
*Analytically at next slide

Statistical Data for Cars and Driving
-Focus Bari Research, over Greece, 6 m people

car ownership - continuous decrease

total
M

M

F

F

intention of buying car during next year continuous decrease

Regular drivers
Own license, but don’t drive
Do not own license

At the same time, significant
percentage with intention of
getting license during next year

Conclusions
Taking into account the following:

- CS is a brand new service provided in Greece at an affordable price
- continuous and rapid increase of fuels cost
- expected increase of the vehicle circulation taxes
- exhausting daily process of parking (many times compelled to park illegally, so need to pay fine)
- economic situation which prevents people from buying a car, though they own/want to get license

- increasing trend for a more eco-friendly lifestyle
- interest of people asking the operator about this new service of CS
- satisfaction of CS users
CRES believes that in general the conditions are favorable for the development of CS in Athens
and other Greek cities. However, it is obvious that the market needs some more time to welcome
this new service.

What about tomorrow with CS in Greece?

- CRES will continue to support the concept of CS after the end of the momo project
- It will continue to include CS in awareness campaigns at any opportunity
- It will continue to support anyone interested in this new service and provide advice & respective
material to potential operators
- A potential CS operator showed significant interest and prepares a business plan regarding 4-5
CS stations with 2-3 CS vehicles per station

- The current operator is willing to continue the CS implementation after the end of the pilot
scheme
- CRES will again evaluate the CS pilot results after the 30th of June when the implementation of
the pilot ends and examine the CS feasibility in Athens

Thank you very much for your attention !

